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Today more than ever, accessing the inaccessible is an everyday requirement for professionals who use our products. For 50 years 
Petzl has been applying its expertise and know-how to help make it happen! Grounded in this experience, we design and manufacture 
specialized products that provide our users with the best performance and highest level of safety, so that every move they make 
during their workday is made easier and more efficient, and brings the inaccessible within reach.
In 2021, we’re introducing a multitude of new products, starting with the NEWTON fall-arrest harness, which has been completely 
updated and is now available in three models (NEWTON, NEWTON FAST and NEWTON EASYFIT) and two versions (European and 
international). Our line of pulleys is expanding with the arrival of the SPIN L1D, SPIN L1 and SPIN L2 high-efficiency pulleys with swivel. 
For tree care, we’re betting that you’ll love the new EJECT adjustable friction saver which is retrievable from the ground. And finally, 
there is a major addition to our lighting products line: the rechargeable DUO RL headlamp, with a massive 3000 lumens of power, 
featuring REACTIVE LIGHTING® technology and rugged, waterproof construction.
Discover all of these new products and more!

Please note that availability dates for Australia are not exact due to production and shipping schedules, and are provided as a local 
guide only.
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The new NEWTON fall-arrest harnesses are ergonomic, lightweight and easy to use. Available in three models (NEWTON, NEWTON FAST and NEWTON 
EASYFIT) and in two versions (European and international).

Harnesses

NEWTON
Fall-arrest harness

NEWTON is a lightweight, ergonomic fall-arrest harness. It is easy to 
use and its straps are color-coded to make donning easier. The harness 
allows immediate access to tools, thanks to its equipment loops and 
slots for the TOOLBAG pouch. Its textile sternal attachment point and 
metal dorsal attachment point provide tremendous versatility. The 
international version features a fall-arrest indicator, a metal and textile 
dorsal attachment providing great versatility, and allows ergonomic 
storage of MGO connectors and fall-arrest lanyards. Available in the 
international version (certified to North American, European and Russian 
standards), with a fall-arrest indicator (a red indicator appears on the 
dorsal attachment point after a fall to indicate that the harness should be 
retired).

Certification(s): CE EN 361, EAC (European version), CE EN 361, EAC, 
ANSI Z359.11, CSA Z259.10 (international version)
Size(s): 1 and 2

Availability: May 2021

The metal dorsal attachment point allows 
attachment of a fall-arrest system, and 
the textile dorsal attachment point allows 
attachment of a self-retracting fall-arrest 
system.

The FAST LT PLUS sternal buckle 
allows the harness to be fastened and 
unfastened without loss of adjustment, 
even with gloves. Lightweight and strong, 
the textile sternal attachment point allows 
connection of a fall-arrest system.

The color-coded straps (yellow/black) 
allow rapid identification of the upper 
and lower parts of the harness before 
donning.
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NEWTON FAST
Quick-donning fall-arrest harness

NEWTON FAST is a lightweight, ergonomic fall-arrest harness that can be 
quickly donned. It is equipped with padded shoulder straps and FAST LT 
PLUS buckles on the leg loops, allowing the harness to be donned with 
both feet on the ground without loss of adjustment. The harness allows 
immediate access to tools, thanks to its equipment loops and slots for 
the TOOLBAG pouch. Its textile sternal attachment point and metal dorsal 
attachment point provide tremendous versatility. The international version 
features a fall-arrest indicator, a metal and textile dorsal attachment 
providing great versatility, and allows ergonomic storage of MGO 
connectors and fall-arrest lanyards. Available in the international version 
(certified to North American, European and Russian standards), with a 
fall-arrest indicator (a red indicator appears on the dorsal attachment 
point after a fall to indicate that the harness should be retired).

Certification(s): CE EN 361, EAC (European version), CE EN 361, EAC, 
ANSI Z359.11, CSA Z259.10 (international version)
Size(s): 1 and 2

Availability: May 2021

The padded shoulder straps are widely 
spaced to reduce neck chafing.

The FAST LT PLUS sternal buckle 
allows the harness to be fastened and 
unfastened without loss of adjustment, 
even with gloves. Lightweight and strong, 
the textile sternal attachment point allows 
connection of a fall-arrest system.

The metal dorsal attachment point allows 
attachment of a fall-arrest system, and 
the textile dorsal attachment point allows 
attachment of a self-retracting fall-arrest 
system.

The leg loops are equipped with FAST 
LT PLUS buckles, allowing the harness 
to be easily donned with both feet on 
the ground. Fastening and unfastening 
is quick and easy without loss of 
adjustment, even with gloves, and the 
unlocking system limits the risk of 
accidental unfastening.
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Harnesses

NEWTON EASYFIT
Comfortable and quick-donning fall-arrest harness

NEWTON EASYFIT is a comfortable, ergonomic fall-arrest harness that 
can be quickly donned. It is equipped with padded shoulder straps 
and FAST LT PLUS buckles on the leg loops, allowing the harness to 
be donned with both feet on the ground without loss of adjustment. Its 
lightweight, breathable design offers two zippered pockets for storing 
small items. The harness allows immediate access to tools, thanks to its 
equipment loops and slots for the TOOLBAG pouch. Its textile sternal 
attachment point and metal dorsal attachment point provide tremendous 
versatility. The international version features a fall-arrest indicator, a 
metal and textile dorsal attachment providing great versatility, and allows 
ergonomic storage of MGO connectors and fall-arrest lanyards. Available 
in the international version (certified to North American, European and 
Russian standards), with a fall-arrest indicator (a red indicator appears on 
the dorsal attachment point after a fall to indicate that the harness should 
be retired).

Certification(s): CE EN 361, EAC (European version), CE EN 361, EAC, 
ANSI Z359.11, CSA Z259.10 (international version)
Size(s): 0, 1 and 2

Availability: May 2021

The padded shoulder straps are widely 
spaced to reduce neck chafing.

The metal dorsal attachment point allows 
attachment of a fall-arrest system, and 
the textile dorsal attachment point allows 
attachment of a self-retracting fall-arrest 
system.

Its design allows the harness to keep its 
shape and it includes two pockets for 
storing small items.

The leg loops are equipped with FAST 
LT PLUS buckles, allowing the harness 
to be easily donned with both feet on 
the ground. Fastening and unfastening 
is quick and easy without loss of 
adjustment, even with gloves, and the 
unlocking system limits the risk of 
accidental unfastening.
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HI-VIZ Vest for NEWTON 
Harnesses
Fluorescent-colored vest with reflective strips makes the worker highly 
visible in a variety of lighting conditions. It installs quickly and easily on 
NEWTON, NEWTON FAST and NEWTON EASYFIT harnesses. The 
sternal buckle, the multiple attachment points and the connector-holders 
all remain accessible during use for optimal freedom of movement.

Availability: May 2021 
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New JANE lanyards available in single (JANE-I) or double (JANE-Y) versions, for assembly with or without energy absorber to create lanyards customized 
for progression or fall-arrest.

Lanyards

JANE-I
Single lanyard for making a fall-arrest lanyard

JANE-I is a non-adjustable dynamic rope lanyard that can be combined with an ABSORBICA 
energy absorber to make a single lanyard with energy absorber. The plastic sheath helps hold the 
carabiner in position and facilitates clipping while protecting the termination from abrasion. It can be 
used to set up a temporary anchor. It is available in three lengths: 60, 100 and 150 cm.

Certification(s): CE EN 354, EN 795 type B, EAC, ANSI Z359.3

Availability: March 2021

JANE-Y for Fall-Arrest Lanyard
Double lanyard for making a fall-arrest lanyard

JANE-Y for fall-arrest lanyard is a non-adjustable dynamic rope lanyard that can be combined 
with an ABSORBICA energy absorber to make a double lanyard with energy absorber. The plastic 
sheaths help hold the carabiners in position and facilitate clipping while protecting the terminations 
from abrasion. It has two symmetrical ends and is available in two lengths: 60 and 100 cm.

Certification(s): CE EN 354, ANSI Z359.3

Availability: March 2021
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23 kN

23 kN
35 kN

WIRE STROP
Anchor Strap

WIRE STROP is an anchor strap made of 6.5 mm diameter galvanized 
steel with two terminations of different sizes. It offers several 
configurations for setting up an anchor: directly to an anchor point or 
around a suitable structure. The plastic sheath helps hold the connector 
in position and facilitates clipping. It is available in five lengths (50, 100, 
150, 200 and 300 cm).

Certification(s): CE EN 795 B, TS 16415 (two-person use), NFPA 1983 
Technical Use, ANSI Z359.18
Breaking strength: 23 kN

Availability: June 2021

The individual identification marking on 
the plastic sheath allows the equipment 
to be tracked throughout its lifespan.

Anchor strap with two terminations of 
different sizes. The plastic sheath helps 
hold the connector in position and 
facilitates clipping.

It offers several configurations for setting 
up an anchor: directly to an anchor point 
or around a suitable structure.

Anchors
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RAY 11 mm CUSTOM
Customizable static kernmantel rope for work at height and technical rescue

Petzl Custom service can customize a RAY 11 mm rope. We offer the choice of color, length (up to 
500 meters), and the option to add a manufactured sewn termination to one or both ends. The RAY 
11 mm CUSTOM rope is packaged individually for a ready-to-go solution.

Diameter: 11 mm
Construction: 32 carrier
Certification(s): CE, NFPA 1983 Technical Use, CI 1801, EAC
Weight per meter: 100 g
Color(s): white, black, yellow, blue

Availability: April 2021

MAMBO 10.1 mm
Dynamic rope for progression using climbing techniques

The 10.1 mm diameter MAMBO dynamic rope is designed for work at height professionals who use 
climbing techniques for progression. The thick sheath improves abrasion resistance.

Diameter: 10.1 mm
Construction: 40 carrier
Certification(s): CE EN 892, UIAA
Weight per meter: 65 g
Color(s): turquoise, green

Availability: March 2021 

Ropes
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SPIN L1D
Very high efficiency single pulley with one-way rotation and swivel

Possible to open when attached to the anchor, the SPIN L1D pulley is designed to be used in 
conjunction with a descender for maximum simplicity when setting up a deviation for a heavy 
load. The faceted sheave only rotates in one direction, providing excellent efficiency when hauling 
and adding friction zones for the rope for additional braking when lowering. The swivel facilitates 
handling, allowing the pulley to be oriented under load and to directly connect carabiners, ropes or 
slings.

Certification(s): CE*, NFPA 1983 Pulley General Use, *CE based on pertinent requirements for EN 
12278
Rope diameter min.-max.: 7-13 mm
Sheave diameter: 40 mm
Working load limit: 4 x 2 = 8 kN
Breaking strength: 36 kN
Efficiency: 93 %

Availability: June 2021 

SPIN L1
Very high efficiency single pulley with swivel

Possible to open when attached to the anchor, the SPIN L1 pulley is designed for maximum 
simplicity in setting up haul or load deviation systems and Tyroleans. The large-diameter sheave 
mounted on sealed ball bearings gives it excellent efficiency. The swivel facilitates handling, allowing 
the pulley to be oriented under load and to directly connect carabiners, ropes or slings.

Certification(s): CE EN 12278, NFPA 1983 Pulley General Use, UIAA
Rope diameter min.-max.: 7-13 mm
Sheave diameter: 38 mm
Working load limit: 4 x 2 = 8 kN
Breaking strength: 36 kN
Efficiency: 95 %
Color(s): yellow, black

Availability: June 2021 

New high-efficiency pulleys with swivel, available in single or double versions to optimize complex haul systems, Tyrolean traverses or deviations.

Pulleys
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Lanyards

SPIN L2
Very high efficiency double pulley with swivel

Possible to open when attached to the anchor, the SPIN L2 is a double pulley designed for 
maximum simplicity when setting up haul systems or Tyroleans. The two parallel-mounted sheaves 
and auxiliary attachment point allow the pulley to be used to set up various types of complex haul 
systems. The large-diameter sheaves mounted on sealed ball bearings provide excellent efficiency. 
The swivel facilitates handling, allowing the pulley to be oriented under load and to directly connect 
carabiners, ropes or slings.

Certification(s): CE EN 12278, NFPA 1983 Pulley General Use, UIAA
Rope diameter min.-max.: 7-13 mm
Sheave diameter: 38 mm
Maximum working load: 8 kN ( 3 kN per strand)
Breaking strength: 36 kN
Efficiency: 95 %
Color(s): yellow, black

Availability: June 2021 

JANE-Y
Double progression lanyard

JANE-Y is a double progression lanyard that allows continuous 
connection during rope ascents. The plastic sheaths help hold the 
carabiners in position and facilitate clipping while protecting the 
terminations from abrasion. It has a 60 cm long arm and a 30 cm short 
arm.

Certification(s): CE EN 354

Availability: March 2021 
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Anchors

PAW
Rigging Plate

Available in three sizes, the PAW rigging plate can be used to organize a workstation and to set up 
multi-anchor systems. The hole design allows ropes or slings to be threaded for direct connection. 
Made of forged aluminum, it offers an excellent strength-to-weight ratio.

Certification(s): CE EN 12278, NFPA 1983 General Use
Size(s): S, M, L
Breaking strength: 36 kN (S), 45 kN (M), 50 kN (L)
Weight: 55 g (S), 210 g (M), 350 g (L)
Color(s): yellow, black

Availability: March 2021 
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TREE CARE
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The 21 mm retrieval ball is specially 
designed for the EJECT friction saver to 
enable easy retrieval from the ground.

The system enables multiple setup 
configurations on the branch: wrap-
around or choked. It has an adjuster that 
allows precise length adjustment of the 
friction saver.

The slimness of the strap and buckle 
helps reduce the risk of the friction saver 
getting stuck in the tree during retrieval.

Rope installation is possible only if the 
friction saver is correctly set up and the 
gated attachment point is locked.

EJECT
Adjustable friction saver for tree care that is easily 
retrievable from the ground and has an integrated pulley

Designed for tree care, the EJECT friction saver allows the work rope 
to be set up without damaging the tree, even in narrow forks. It offers 
multiple setup configurations on one or two branches and has an adjuster 
that allows precise length adjustment of the friction saver. Rope ascents 
and movement in the tree are optimized thanks to the high-efficiency 
pulley, which facilitates rope glide at the anchor. The included retrieval ball 
makes the system easily retrievable from the ground.

Certification(s): CE EN 795 B, CE EN 12278, ANSI Z133, EAC, TS 16415
Breaking strength: 25 kN
Working load limit: 140 kg
Rope diameter min.-max.: 10-13 mm
Sheave diameter: 28 mm
Efficiency: 95 %
Weight: 490 g

Availability: June 2021 

Anchors
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The high-strength TPU tarp fabric (no 
PVC) allows regular to intensive use.

Padded, adjustable back and shoulder 
straps for comfortable carrying.

Large D-shaped opening for easy 
equipment organization.

Large side pocket with zipper closure 
to separate the helmet, shoes or other 
objects from the rest of the equipment.

The new DUFFEL 65 and DUFFEL 85 large-capacity transport packs are ergonomic, comfortable and very durable, with a large opening for easy access 
to contents.

DUFFEL 65
Medium-capacity transport bag

Designed to be carried in multiple ways, DUFFEL 65 is a convenient, ergonomic bag with a volume 
of 65 liters. The back and shoulder straps are padded for comfort when used as a backpack. It is 
versatile and can be carried in multiple ways, thanks to its removable shoulder straps. It has a large 
opening which allows easy access to equipment, two pockets in the inner flap and a large side 
pocket for a helmet or shoes. A large transparent area allows rapid identification of the bag. It is 
constructed of high-strength TPU tarp fabric for intensive use.

Volume: 65 liters
Weight: 1350 g
Dimensions: 58.5 x 40 x 28.5 cm
Materials: TPU (no PVC), polypropylene, steel, nylon

Availability: March 2021 

DUFFEL 85
Medium-capacity transport bag

Designed to be carried in multiple ways, DUFFEL 85 is a convenient, ergonomic bag with a volume 
of 85 liters. The back and shoulder straps are padded for comfort when used as a backpack. It is 
versatile and can be carried in multiple ways, thanks to its removable shoulder straps. It has a large 
opening which allows easy access to equipment, two pockets in the inner flap and a large side 
pocket for a helmet or shoes. A large transparent area allows rapid identification of the bag. It is 
constructed of high-strength TPU tarp fabric for intensive use.

Volume: 85 liters
Weight: 1550 g
Dimensions: 70 x 40 x 32 cm
Materials: TPU (no PVC), polypropylene, steel, nylon

Availability: March 2021 

Packs
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The new DUO RL headlamp is specifically designed for technical rescue and worksites.

DUO RL
Ultra-powerful, rechargeable multi-beam headlamp 
featuring REACTIVE LIGHTING® technology. 3000 lumens

Designed for technical rescue and worksites, the DUO RL rechargeable 
headlamp provides 3000-lumen brightness. With its REACTIVE 
LIGHTING® technology, a sensor analyzes the ambient light and 
automatically adjusts brightness to user requirements. Manual operation 
is minimized and burn time is optimized, so the user can remain 
focused on the task. The aluminum lamp body provides excellent 
impact resistance. The DUO RL is waterproof and ideal for use in wet 
environments.

Certification(s): CE
Brightness: 3000 lumens
Technology: REACTIVE LIGHTING® or STANDARD LIGHTING
Beam pattern: flood, mixed or focused
Power supply: Lithium-Ion battery 3200 mAh (included with a 110/240 V 
charger)
Charging time: 4 h
Water resistance: IP67 (waterproof in up to 3 meters of fresh water for  
30 minutes)

Availability: April 2021 

Aluminum lamp body provides excellent 
fall, crush and impact resistance.

Dustproof and waterproof in up to 3 
meters of fresh water for 30 minutes.

Ultra-bright with 3000 lumens and multi-
beam lighting to suit a wide variety of 
situations.

Longer burn time, greater visual 
comfort and less manual operation with 
REACTIVE LIGHTING® mode: the light 
sensor automatically adjusts brightness 
and beam pattern, optimizing battery life.

Performance Headlamp
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Australia and New Zealand 
Tua Lowa
tua@spelean.com.au
(02) 9966 9800

Press release and product photos available at  (login: press-access / password: rt45fg12)

 Rock fall protection works near Marseille, France. © 2020 Petzl Distribution - vuedici.org - Profil - DDTM 13

 Ancient mine inspection and measurements, France. © 2020 Petzl Distribution - Lafouche
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The activities depicted are inherently dangerous. All users must 
be trained and competent in the use of the equipment for these 
activities.

Press Relations Contact Information




